
Unlike the landscape, the soundscape is not visible, 
and it does not disappear when we close our eyes. 

Visit Abstracta at Stockholm Furniture Fair, 
and discover how soundscapes can be improved.

February 3 – 7 2015. New location B06:21The soundscape is not
 visible, but it affects us

 more than we think.

Press link: http://abstracta.se/press/ 
www.abstracta.se
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1 Workspaces. The screens from Domo can easily be 
combined into a spatial structure, which solves the 
acoustical problems while also preserving the openness 
of the room. The series include table- and floor screens, 
wall panels, a wall booth, and various storage solutions. 

Domo booth, measure: 800x1200x650 mm
Domo storage, measure: 1000x1600x350 mm

2 Private conversation. Spaces that allow us to work un-
disturbed are vital parts of activity-based offices. Here, we 
have used Alumi Alcove to build three silent rooms. 

3 Project area. With Aircone you can make space for 
informal and spontaneous meetings, by creating rooms, 
which are open and easy to access, as well as shielded 
and sound diffusing. Aircone enables you to divide space, 
without using the floor.

Aircone, measure: 240x404,5 mm

Domo NEW!

Alumi alcove

Aircone NEW!

Plaid

Plentywall

Triline Wall

Soneo Wall NEW!

Stitch

Airflake NEW!

Uniti acoustics NEW!

Voice NEW!

Abstracta realizes the potential of space
The contemporary activity based office stimulates communi- 
cation, and makes it possible to use space in a more efficient 
way. It is, however, important to realize that the need for  
privacy still remains. A truly effective office offers space not  
only for meetings, but also for silent reflection.  

8 Writing surfaces. Abstracta offers a broad 
range of innovative writing boards–wall han-
ging as well as mobile–for various spaces and 
contexts. The new Uniti acoustics is a sound 
absorbing writing board, developed especially  
for noisy environments. 

Uniti acoustics, measure: 1518/1818/2018/2518/
3018/3518/4018 x1248 mm

9 Storage solutions. The thoughtfully designed 
furniture from Overtime helps you to create an 
inspiring home office. The elegant storage 
solution Viti can be used at home as well as 
the office to achieve a homelike and welcoming 
atmosphere like all other Voice products.  

Overtime 
Desk: 1380x730x630 mm
Drawer: 800x1090x420 mm & 400x1360x420 mm
Cabinet: 800x1360x420 mm
Overtime accessories

Viti  
Sideboard: 1800x800x420 mm
Cabinet: 1210x1400x420 mm

Tre
Measure: 1530x900x400 mm

4 Lounge/lobby. The hanging panels from Plaid 
are here used to frame the group of sofas and 
armchairs, and enable relaxation and undisturbed 
conversation.

5 Quiet room. With the sound attenuating glass 
walls from Plentywall you can easily build made-
to-measure rooms. Triline Wall effectively absorbs 
the sound.

6 Café/Dining. Sound strongly affects the ambien-
ce of a restaurant or a café. A harmonious acoustic 
environment can be achieved by dividing the room 
into smaller units with the noise absorbing floor 
screen Stitch, and the wall panels Soneo Wall. The 
new Soneo Wall version is extra deep, for an impro-
ved diffusion. 

Soneo 100, measure: 600x600x100 mm,
800x800x100 mm & 1000x1000x100 mm

7 Meeting space. The hanging screens from Airflake 
can be used in many ways to create transparent rooms 
within the room, and to diffuse unpleasant sound 
reflections. Airflake is now available in two sizes.

Airflake XL, measure: 600x700 mm 


